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"A gem." -BuzzFeedEven if you don't have a B.A. in English, tonight you're gonna drink like you

do!From barflies to book clubs, Tequila Mockingbird is the world's bestselling cocktail book for the

literary obsessed. Featuring 65 delicious drink recipes paired with wry commentary on history's

most beloved novels, Tequila Mockingbird also includes bar bites, drinking games, and whimsical

illustrations throughout. Drinks include:   The Pitcher of Dorian Grey Goose The Last of the Mojitos

Love in the Time of Kahlua Romeo and Julep A Rum of One's Own Are You There, God? It's Me,

Margarita Vermouth the Bell Tollsand more!2013 Goodreads Choice Award (Food &

Cookbooks)Entertainment Weekly Great Gifts for Book LoversBookPage Best of 2013Clue on

Jeopardy
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"It's a little-known fact that the information in here will make anyone look and sound better than they

actually do"-David Baldacci"...this is a wonderfully entertaining read, slight enough to be digested in

one sitting, clever enough to be entertaining even if you never make a single one of the

cocktails."-World of Beer blog"Tequila Mockingbird is a refreshing reminder that drinking is

supposed to be fun, and it brings together the kind of cocktails you'll actually make into a book you'll



actually use."-DrinkSpirits.com"You've never seen so many literary inside jokes in your whole life,

which makes this little cookbook my new favorite thing... The commentary is hilarious, to

boot."-FoodRiot"Ingredient by ingredient I became a fan of the ersatz bartending guide for English

majors, in which summaries of classic novels and their corresponding recipes are garnished with

groan-worthy puns and sepia-toned illustrations. I toast to that!"-Palm Beach Post"Pun-tastic

cocktail delights . . . peruse it to find your book club's next read (and cocktail)."-Epicurious.com

Tim Federle is a Broadway actor, word nerd, cocktail enthusiast, author of the YA comic novel,

Better Nate Than Ever, and former lifestyle columnist for Apartment Therapy. He lives (and drinks)

in New York City. Say hi at TimFederle.com and on Twitter at @TimFederle.

Very clever, funny book. The perfect gift for an english major or book lover! Haven't actually tried the

drink recipes in it, but the descriptions and titles are clever enough it's enjoyable to flip through so

whether or not you use it, it's a cute coffee table book!

Bought as a gift for my coworker who is an English teacher. If you know anything about English

teachers, then you know they love literature and they love to drink.

I LOVE THIS BOOK!!! I can not say it enough this is just a delightful read even if you aren't a big

drinker it's so easy to appreciate the novelty of it. Plus if you are a drinker some of these drinks are

legit.

I bought this for a friend who is a professor and a mixed drink lover and she found it absolutely

hilarious. Probably going to collect the whole set.

This is an enjoyable little book in so many ways. The recipes are interesting and the writing doesn't

insult one's intelligence. I am debating on having it out at my next party. While it would be fun to mix

everyone's favorite drink, I worry that it would disappear before the night is over. This is going to be

in several people's Christmas stocking.

I got this as a gift for a friend. A fun book for a lover of literature, puns, and alcoholic drinks.

This book was a gift for my niece whom actually loves To Kill A Mockingbird. This was a great book



with the pun on her favorite book.

Fun little book. Bought it for a college graduation gift for a friend. They loved it!!!
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